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Atividade eletromiográfica dos músculos do ombro durante exercícios executados com hastes oscilatória e não oscilatória

Camilla Z. Hallal¹,², Nise R. Marques¹,², Sarah R. D. Silva¹,³, Jaap V. Dieën⁴, Mauro Gonçalves¹,⁵

Abstract

Background: Pain and dysfunction of the shoulder complex are commonly found in physiotherapy practice. These musculoskeletal abnormalities are related to instability and inadequate kinematic function, that depend on the integrity of the muscle tissues. Thus, to enhance the results of exercise therapies, and prevent and attenuate pain and dysfunction, the use of oscillatory pole has been implemented in clinical practice. Objectives: The purpose of this study was to analyze the electromyographic (EMG) activity of shoulder stabilizing muscles during exercises performed with an oscillatory and a non-oscillatory pole. Methods: Twelve female volunteers, aged 20.4 years ±1.9, participated in this study. EMG data were collected from upper trapezius (UT), lower trapezius (LT) and middle deltoid (MD) during three different exercises with an oscillatory and a non-oscillatory pole. The EMG signals were analyzed in the time domain through the calculation of Root Mean Square (RMS). The RMS values were normalized by the peak value obtained over all trials for each muscle. Statistical analysis was performed with repeated measures ANOVA and post-hoc of Bonferroni tests. Results: The EMG activity of UT, LT and MD muscles were significantly higher with the oscillatory pole than the non-oscillatory pole (all p<0,001). There were no significant differences in the activation of these muscles between exercises. Conclusion: The results of the present study indicated that the oscillatory pole does require higher activation of the shoulder muscles and therefore, may be useful in the training of the shoulder complex. Key words: electromyography; shoulder; biomechanics; exercise; vibration.

Resumo

Contextualização: A dor e a disfunção no complexo articular do ombro é comumente encontrada na prática fisioterapêutica. Essas anormalidades musculoesqueléticas estão relacionadas à instabilidade e inadequado funcionamento cinemático, que dependem da integridade dos tecidos musculares. Assim, no sentido de prevenir e reabilitar esses sintomas, o uso da haste oscilatória vem sendo implantado para melhorar os resultados de técnicas cinesioterapêuticas. Objetivos: Analisar a atividade eletromiográfica (EMG) dos músculos que estabilizam a articulação do ombro durante a realização de exercícios com haste oscilatória e haste não-oscilatória. Métodos: Participaram do estudo 12 voluntárias com idade de 20,4±1,9 anos. Os dados EMG foram coletados nos músculos trapézio superior (TrS), trapézio inferior (TrI) e deltoide médio (DM) durante três diferentes exercícios realizados com haste oscilatória e haste não-oscilatória. O sinal EMG foi analisado no domínio do tempo pelo cálculo do Root Mean Square (RMS). Os valores de RMS foram normalizados pelo valor de pico obtido em todas as tentativas por cada músculo. A análise estatística foi feita com os testes ANOVA para medidas repetidas e post-hoc de Bonferroni. Resultados: A atividade EMG dos músculos TrS, TrI e DM foi significativamente maior nos exercícios com haste oscilatória do que com haste não-oscilatória (todos p<0,001). Não foram significativas as diferenças na ativação desses músculos entre os exercícios. Conclusão: Os resultados do presente estudo indicaram que a haste oscilatória requisitou maior atividade EMG dos músculos do ombro e, assim, pode ser um instrumento útil no treinamento desses músculos. Palavras-chave: eletromiografia; ombro; biomecânica; exercício; vibração.
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**Introduction**

The shoulder joint complex has a large range of motion and is frequently affected by pain and injury. The muscles around this joint are responsible for maintaining the shoulder stability and provide adequate kinematic functioning. Among these muscles, the medial deltoid (MD) stabilizes the gleno-humeral joint, and the upper and lower trapezius (UT and LT) stabilize the scapulothoracic joint. Therefore, an impaired muscle function has been associated with injuries such as bursitis, tendinosis and joint dislocation.

Since shoulder muscle function may guide the prescription of training and prevention of shoulder complex disorders, many studies have evaluated muscle function using surface electromyography (EMG). De Luca, in his classic study, showed that the number of active motor units has an important contribution to the EMG amplitude signal, although there is no direct relationship between EMG amplitude and force. However, a higher EMG activity is not always desirable, such as in the case of exercises for shoulder stabilization, which a lower UT EMG activity is desirable to prevent and attenuate shoulder complex disturbances.

Physical therapy, specifically, kinesiotherapy, has been reported as an important treatment modality for shoulder instability. Kinesiotherapy exercises include the use of tools such as elastic bands, cuff weights, isokinetic dynamometer and oscillatory pole, and is used to improve patients outcomes.

Oscillatory pole is an instrument, generally with 150 cm in length and 0.8 kg, that provide oscillation through rhythmic movements of the upper limb. The oscillatory frequency of the pole is responsible for providing resistance during exercises. Exercising with this instrument has been reported to be useful to train shoulder muscle function, since the oscillatory pole is reactive, i.e., using the law of inertia to provide resistance to exercise. Thus, the higher the frequency and oscillation amplitude of the pole, the greater the destabilization force in the body, which in turn requires higher levels of muscle activation to maintain stability. Also, the oscillation of the hand-held pole is thought to require rapidly varying eccentric and concentric muscular contractions in the upper extremity, which creates equilibrium between stability and mobility.

Lister et al., compared the electromyography of shoulder muscles during shoulder abduction movement while using Thera-Band, cuff weights or oscillatory pole, and concluded that oscillatory poles produced the highest EMG activity. However, in an eight-week shoulder internal and external rotation strengthening program, no differences between exercising with flexible pole and elastic band were found. Also, this study had several limitations such as an unequal distribution of men and women between groups and the lack of control of the type of physical exercises subjects performed outside the study.

Despite the frequent use of the oscillatory pole in training and rehabilitation of shoulder muscles, only a few studies evaluating this equipment, have been conducted. The few that are available were primarily in men and did not compare the effects of different arm positions in the EMG activity of shoulder muscle stabilizers. Therefore, the effects of an oscillatory and a non-oscillatory pole on the electromyographic (EMG) activity of shoulder muscles during different exercises were compared. Our hypotheses were that exercising with oscillatory pole would lead to greater activity of the studied muscles than exercising with non-oscillatory pole and that the type of exercise would not affect which muscles are primarily recruited.

**Methods**

**Participants**

Participants were twelve females, recruited from a university setting, aged 20.4±1.9 years, right-handed, healthy and without musculoskeletal injuries or upper limb pain 6 months prior to the study. Participants signed a written consent form and the study was approved by Research Ethics Committee of Universidade Estadual Paulista, Rio Claro, SP, Brazil (Approval ETTIC 050/2009).

**Protocol**

All procedures were completed in two days, separated by a minimum of 24 and maximum of 72 hours. On the first day, the volunteer was familiarized with the experimental procedures, the exercises and both poles. On the second day, the exercises with the oscillatory pole (Flexibar) and non-oscillatory pole (made especially for the study) were performed, in a randomly assigned order for all exercises conditions. Both poles had the same mass (800 g) and length (150 cm).

Three exercises with different positions of the upper limbs and pole were performed: (I) approximately 90° degrees of shoulders flexion and pole parallel to the floor (Figure 1A); (II) approximately 180° degrees of shoulders flexion and pole parallel to the floor (Figure 1B); and (III) approximately 90° degrees of right upper limb flexion and pole perpendicular to the floor (Figure 1C). A target was positioned in front of the volunteers to position the arm in approximately 90° of shoulder flexion and a visual feedback helped volunteers maintain this position during the exercise (Figure 1A).
All exercises were performed for 15 seconds, with a rest period of 60 seconds after each exercise. The rhythm of the pole movements was controlled by a metronome set at 300 bpm. The motion of the pole was primarily achieved by flexion and extension of the elbow (Figure 2).

**Kinematic data**

Kinematic analysis were conducted to verify the metronome efficiency to maintain the same pole frequency in all exercises. Thus, markers were attached to the central grip and the extremities of the poles. A reflector with a lamp of 300 W and a camera with image capture rate of 30 fps were positioned 5 m of the volunteers at 50% of the height of the participant.

The kinematic data analysis was performed using Vicon Peak 9.0 (Peak Motus®) during five seconds (fifth and tenth seconds) of the exercises. The displacements of the markers on the central grip and extremities of the poles were used to calculate the frequency of the pole motions.

**Electromyography**

Ag/AgCl electrodes (Meditrance®) with capture area of 1 cm were used in a bipolar configuration with an inter-electrode distance of 2 cm. Electrodes were positioned over the right: UT, at 50% of the distance between the acromium and the spinous process of C7; LT, at 2/3 on the line from the trigonum spinea to the 8th thoracic vertebra; and MD, at the greatest bulge of the muscle on the line between the acromium and lateral epicondyle20. The ground electrode was placed on the right acromium. Before electrode placement, the skin was prepared by shaving, abrading with sand paper and cleaning the area with alcohol21.

The EMG signal was recorded with a sixteen-channel Myoresearch electromyography (Noraxon®) and its specific software MRXP 1.07 (Noraxon®). Signals were amplified with a total gain of 2000 times (20 times in the sensor and 100 times in the amplifier), band-pass filtered (20-500 Hz) and stored at a sample rate of 1000 samples/s.

**Data analysis**

Analysis custom routines were developed in Matlab for the EMG signal. Data collected between the fifth and the tenth second of each exercise were analyzed. The signal was processed in the time domain to calculate the Root Mean Square (RMS) over windows of 250 ms. The RMS values were normalized by the peak value obtained for each muscle considering all exercises and both poles. PASW Statistic 17.0 (SPSS®) was used to perform repeated measures ANOVAs for each muscle with exercise and pole as independent variables. Post hoc Bonferroni tests were used. For all statistics tests the significance level was set at p<0.05.

**Figure 1.** (A) exercise I; (B) exercise II; (C) exercise III.

**Figure 2.** Typical example of exercise I performed with flexible and rigid poles.
Results

No significant differences between movement frequencies were found between exercises on both poles conditions (Figure 3).

In all exercises, the EMG activity of UT, LT and MD muscles were higher during the exercises performed with the oscillatory pole than with non-oscillatory pole (Figure 4; all p<0.001). The type of exercise had limited effect on the EMG activity of the muscles studied and no significant differences between the exercises were found (Figure 5). In addition, no interaction effects were found.

Discussion

Adequate functioning of shoulder stabilizers muscles are important to prevent pain and injury. Thus, in physical therapy, oscillatory pole has been widely used as an auxiliary instrument to improve shoulder muscles physical capacities.

While the effects of vibration on the human body have been studied for many years, its used in training and rehabilitation has only been implemented recently. Vibration can be applied directly to the muscles and tendons, by specific stimulators, or on the whole body, by vibrating platforms, and finally by using an oscillatory pole or blade. Training with an oscillatory pole is different from the other forms of vibration training, because the frequency is low, about 4.5 Hz, and vibrations are not produced by external forces, but by muscular contractions.

Several mechanisms could lead to an increase in muscular activity during vibration training. Firstly, small changes in muscle fiber length, which could activate muscle spindles and increase the excitation of motor neurons, through the tonic vibration reflex. However, the frequencies of the pole movement identified in this study were unlikely to be high enough to cause such effects. Second, the forces induced by the resonating pole’s oscillations may perturb shoulder equilibrium and as such solicit stabilizing activity of the shoulder muscles over and above the level that would be induced by the motion of the arm. It has been suggested that exercises with oscillatory pole require more muscle activation, which causes an increase in the stiffness and stability of the shoulder complex.

In the present study, the exercises performed with the oscillatory pole substantially increased the activation of UT, LT and MD muscles. Although the relationship between EMG amplitude and force was not direct, when an improvement of
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the overload occurred, it resulted in an increase in the number of active motor units\textsuperscript{10}. Accordingly, the use of exercise with flexible pole could promote a muscular overload, which is an important factor to be considered in exercise prescription.

An important consideration about the EMG data analysis is the presence of motion artifact at the signal. According to Fratini et al.\textsuperscript{30}, the higher the vibration frequency, the higher the effect of the motion artifact in the EMG signal. Thus, in this study, with whole body vibration performed by vibratory platform in a frequency of 12.8 Hz, the difference between filtered RMS value and non-filtered RMS value could vary approximately 1-12\%, depending on the muscle. However, the effect of vibration frequencies lower than 10 Hz in the EMG signal has yet to be determined in literature. This limits the decision making about the use of a specific filter to remove this type of artifact. In our study, no specific filter for motion artifact was used; however, cautions in the electrode and fixation of cables were done to avoid noise from oscillation.

A limitation of the present study is that only 3 muscles were tested (MD, UT and LT), which are only a few of the muscles responsible for stabilizing the shoulder complex. Therefore, further studies should compare EMG activity during exercises with oscillatory pole, of rhomboids, serratus and cuff rotator muscles to provide a better understanding of the effects of this type of exercises in the rehabilitation of shoulder joint. The comparison between exercises with oscillatory and non-oscillatory pole is also limited, given that the use of exercises with a simple non-oscillatory pole being moved back and forth is not used in rehabilitation. Thus, it is necessary to compare the effects of the oscillatory pole on muscle activity with an usual therapeutic tools.

This study tested a group of young, healthy and physically fit women only. So, generalization of these findings to other groups, such as elderly and sedentary individuals, should be considered with care.

The exercises performed did not strongly differ in terms of muscle activation. Comparable biomechanical demands resulted in similar EMG activity\textsuperscript{31}. However, the small sample size may also have reduced the power of the test, which limited the analysis comparing the EMG activity between the three exercises performed. Thus, different exercises with the oscillatory pole, more specific targeting the UT, LT and MD muscles, could be studied. Sánches-Zuriaga et al.\textsuperscript{32}, analyzed trunk muscles EMG during the use of oscillatory blade with different blade orientations in two different exercises, and found that the type of exercise determined which group of muscles were recruited.

Conclusion

The results of this study demonstrated important considerations for the prescription of exercises with oscillatory pole. We concluded that the oscillatory pole can be an efficient equipment to enhance motor unit recruitment during exercise, although comparable biomechanical demands resulted in similar EMG activity. Furthermore, this study had only a single-session evaluation and the results refer to an immediate effect of oscillatory pole exercise. Therefore, the implementation of follow-up studies is suggested in order to verify the training effect with oscillatory pole exercises in the physical capacity of the shoulder muscles.
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